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Background

Multi-task RL vs Single-task RL:

• better sample efficiency 

(share knowledge across tasks)

• better performance in theory 

(use additional auxiliary task)

• fewer model parameters
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Negative Transfer

• In theory, multi-task RL can achieve better performance.

• But in practice, its performance tends to be worse than single task 

RL due to the negative transfer: 

two tasks may have conflicts and hurt each other.



Negative Transfer

One of the essential reason for negative transfer :

using the same model to learn different tasks.

To mitigate negative transfer, we should use 

models that are not exactly the same to learn 

multiple tasks.
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from scratch:
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Humans don't need to learn new task 
from scratch:

• reuse existing knowledge/mechanisms

• mechanisms is modular and generic

Modular principle:
different modules + appropriate combination
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Motivation

Performance: existing multi-task RL < single-task RL.

Possible reason:

Different modules

Appropriate combination

Only use multiple modules

Only combine modules at task level

existing multi-task RL methodModular principle



Contrastive Modules 

• Different modules:

Using contrastive learning to constrain multiple modules to be 
different from each other.
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• Appropriate combination:

RL is a sequential decision process.
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Temporal Attention 

• Appropriate combination:

RL is a sequential decision process.

negative transfer

between tasks

within tasks

task-level combination

step-level combination
finer granularity



Temporal Attention 
By using temporal attention, we combine shared modules at a finer granularity 
than the task level.



Experiments



Ablation-Contrastive Modules 



Ablation-Temporal Attention 



Thanks!


